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ABSTRACT

A fast and flexible trigger processor system designed to run in parallel up to 51
different types of trigger is used in a large hadron calorimeter experiment at CERN-ISR.
A very cast data bus connected to 255 10 bit address ECE memory chips allows programmable
selection of events according to their topology and energy pattern in less than 150 ns.
In addition this system can interrogate two programmable processors (ESOP) to isolate
events characterized by a large energy flow in the central drift chamber (<' 500 ys) .
All functions of the trigger processor can be checked externally by a computer through
injecting in parallel simulated input signals into various stages of the system. Salient
features and performances will be discussed.

A hadron caloriaeter (Fig. 1) built from uranium and copper plate-scintillator

sandwiches and which will provide complete azimuthal coverage is presently under construction

for the ISR Axial Field Spectrometer . In conjunction with it, a fast and flexible

trigger processor system designed to run in parallel up to 51 different types of trigger is

being brought into operation.

For trigger purposes, the dynode outputs from all the calorimeter photsmultipliers

aligned at constant azimuth are summed up linearly. This provides 48 U and 4 Cu-moaiile

hadronic sums. Each of them corresponds to the energy deposited in a different calorimeter

strip of about 7.5° in azimuth and integrated over polar angle 8 from 45° to 135°. Similar

sums are also made with the photomultipliers reading the 5 first radiation lengths. This

results in 48 so-called electromagnetic sums. The dynode outputs, used only for the trigger,

are corrected for angle effects to compensate for the non-spherical geometry of the calori-

meter and for the center of mass motion. In contrast, anode outputs are not corrected and

not summed up: they are individually digitalized on ADC's and recorded. The 100 dynode

sums reach the counting room through air core cables (& " 0.95) where they are connected

to pulse-shaping amplifiers (Fig. 2 ) . Subsequently, they are rearranged in the following

way: the electromagnetic sums (EM) are unchanged but 48 single particle sums (SP) are

formed with the 48 hadronic sums by sutming them up two by two with an overlap of one (Fig. 3).

Furthermore, 24 jet sums (JET) are defined by combining six adjacent hadronic sums (A£2 ̂  1 sr),

each time with an overlap of four sums to minimize edge effects. Moreover, the total energy

(E) and the total electromagnetic energy (E ) are calculated and, after zero crossing, a low

threshold on E is used as a £robc for all the calorimeter electronics as well as a pretrigger

to open the ADC gates. A rough PT total will also be calculated.

Subsequently, these 123 analog sums are discriminated according to 3 levels for the

electromagnetic suns, 5 levels for the single particle sums, 4 for the jet sums, 6 for E,

4 for E ^ and 3 for pT» Some of these discriminator levels are "flattened" which means

that the corresponding discriminator threshold is varying with time according to a logarithmic

function. This makes it possible to record samples approximately populated equally in p_.



Ac chis stage a "coincidence processor" corrects the electromagnetic information by

requiring a spatial coincidence of an electromagnetic signal with a consistent value of a

single particle sum. The resulting 493 signal lines are multiplicity-encoded and merged

into 33 lines. In particular, for each electromagnetic, single particle and jet levels,

two encoded lines are used to distinguish multiplicities 0, 1, 2, 3 3. At this point, up

to 17 additional lines bringing encoded information from other devices than the calorimeter

are added to the bus.

This 50-line-bus contains therefore all the information needed for the trigger

decisions. This last operation is made by sets of memories using the bus as address lines

and loaded with a pattern corresponding to the selected trigger conditions.' This system

("very fast bus") uses 255 ECL menory chips, 1024 locations by 1 bit, and is capable to

a. process within 150 ns after the precrigger up to 51 different

trigger types in a parallel mode;

b. downscale individually each trigger type in order to control

the overall dead time of the system;

c. select for each satisfied trigger condition one of four

different paths, some of them involving ESOP processors.

The solution adopted consists in grouping the 50 lines in five batches of 10, each

addressing a different set of 10 bit address memory chips. Every trigger condition,

represented by a unique signal patrern on the 50 lines, is loaded on five memory chips, each

belonging to a different set. The logical "and" of the outputs of these five chips is

connected to a 16 bit dounscaler, then to the selected path. Path 1 consists in recording

on cape che pretriggered event. It is the normal path selected with most of the trigger

patterns. In contrast, the three other paths include a different pre-ESOP and ESOF stage.

The pre-ESOP stage has been introduced to handle information coming from other devices

than thr calorimeter which cannot be transmitted in time to the very fast bus. At the

ESOP s'.ige, a fast programmable ESOP processor is interrogated. Path 2 involves ESOP 1

to look, for high p_ tracks whereas path 3, connected to ESOF 2, checks che association

between the electromagnetic part of th* calorimeter and tracks in the drift chamber to

select events containing electrons.

Subsequently, the very f?st bus executes the following steps:

a. if none of the trigger conditions are-satisfied after downscaling (no path

line active) an abort is issued (to clear the ADC,...);

b. if any path line is active (eg. path 2), the system waits 1.5 ps to get

a validation from the corresponding pre-ESOP (eg. pre-ESOP 2). If no

validation comes, the line is resec. After 1.5 us, if none of the lines are

active any more, an abort is generated. If only path line 1 is active,

an interrupt is £»it to the on-line computer and the event is recorded;

c. if any ESOP lines are still active, the corresponding ESOP is interrogated

and the system waits for the answer of all interrogated ESOPs (< 500 us)

before sending an abort or recording che event;

d. in the case of an accepted ev«nt, the list ot the satisfied trigger conditions

before and after ESOP stage is transmitted to the on-line computer.



This results in' a four level trigger system (pretrigger, very, fast bus, pre-ESOP, ESO?)

providing a sequence of increasingly more selective conditions. It should also be noted

that if path line 1 is active simultaneously with one of the ESOP lines, the different steps

of the ESOF path will be executed although the event vill be recorded anyway. One avoids,

by this mean, any biais against trigger types connected to ESOP paths. In this respect,

fully parallel mode contrasts with priority =OI!J and the 51 trigger types should be

considered as SI different experiments running simultaneously with the same apparatus and

acquisition system.

The very fast bus is flexible because programmable through the on-line computer. A

special program translates a trigger condition expressed in terms of logical "and" and "or"

into the pattern to be loaded into the memories. Moreover, as the 50 encoded lines do not

contain exclusively calorimeter informations, it is possible to run in addition aon-calorimecer

trigger types, even with their specific pretriggers. A list of various trigger combinations

is given in Table I.

The trigger processor is completely computer controlled (through CAMAC) which allows

not only the programming of the memories, but also the setting of the 493 discriminators

(20 MV-2V with an 8 bit DAC), the selection of the downscaling factor (up to 216) as well

as the path associated to each of the 51 trigger types. Furthermore, all functions of

the trigger processor can be checked by computer through injecting in parallel

simulated input signals into various stages of the system. In particular, it is possible

to generate any kind of input event with an 3 bit DAC system and to simulate any configuration

of the 50 encoded lines. The additional capability of reading the 493 lines, after

discriminators, the output of the coincidence logic, the 50 encoded line bus and the output

pattern of the very fast bus before and after ESOP stage makes systematic checks easy.

A sec of programs tests the level of all discriminators, the logic of the coincidence box,

the correct functioning of the adders and of the multiplicity encoding. Finally, a program

checks the very'fast bus by simulating all possible patterns of the encoded lines (by groups

of 10) and by comparing Che outputs with a software very fast bus.
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Table 1

Selection criteria for some special final states

Experinent

1. Identified single-particle
inclusive distributions and
correlations

2. Identified pairs (?p, KK, ...)

3. Jet studies and SP in
uloriaceer

4. Flavour jets

5. Hultilepcons (2 2)

6. Inclusive electrons

7. Correlations

Trigger

33'ESO?d) •2"Q; E1-JET1d) "ESOPd) j
Ei'S?id)-ESOP(l)

33-ESO?(2)

BB^"11; El2*°j EJ«JETkd)-2~Cj Z^IZTHZ)

E1-EH1(1) «ESOPd); E1-EM^ (2) •ESOP(2)

El-E Q̂-SM''(2)
IESOP(2)

gi.^i •iM^(l)I5SOPd)'2"n

Ei'SPi(2)-2"n; Si-JET!t(2)-2":11

i) BB stands for "beam-beam" and represents an "unbiased" interaction trigger,
ii) The superscripts i,j... indicate the minimum discriminator level,
iii) N'unbers in parentheses specify the multiplicity of a trigger condition,
iv) 2"n, 2~T3>... give the down-scaling factors for abundant triggers.
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Fig. 1: Cross section showing the layout of the ATS with the 2? calorimeter
(planned for 1982)
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Fig. 2: Schenitic diafjran of the calorimeter trigger systen. The electronics
is distributed in two back-to-bacfc racks of 5 crates each.

Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of the caloriaet-ir trigger
sums. The dashes of the inner square repre-
sent the hadronic sums. The "V" lines joining
two adjacent dashes represent the single
particle sums and the next level of summing
correspond to the jet sums. One should notice
that the Cu-module hadronic sums are simply
added to the single particle suns coming from
the corners of the calorimeter.


